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Abstract
We think that financial institutions have a  greater social  responsibility  to  develop their
customers’  financial  culture  than  to  support  a  football  team.  We  assert  that  nowadays
financial institutions have a responsibility to be able to continue to operate banks without
auxiliary state support. We believe that auditors, who for decades certified the financial
reports  of  banks  whose  balance  sheets  were  fictitious  and  whose  depositors’  and
shareholders' money was not safe, played no small role in the development of the recent
financial  crisis.  Consequently  we  hold  that  the  auditors’  greater  social  responsibility  is
unavoidable. On the other hand, after the crisis, due to the fact that social responsibility has
come to the fore, auditors also have to prepare for the challenge that corporate reports are
increasingly integrated reports which, in addition to mandatory economic information, also
voluntarily impart data on social and environmental impact and activities.
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Introduction, background of our research
Companies may account for corporate responsibility in several ways. The
most widespread form is the independent CSR or sustainability report, not only the
preparation  of  which,  but  its  control,  qualification  and  certification  are  also
completely voluntary. All these are beyond the auditors’ range.
In the case of the other reporting format, namely the integrated reports, in
addition to the mandatory economic data, the company imparts data voluntarily on
social and environmental impact and activities as well. The report in this form may
get to the auditor, who will encounter a different documentation having a more
substantial content than the previous one.
A  good  overview  on  the reports  can  be  found  on  the  website
www.globalreporting.org  where  the  reports  may  be  searched  for  according  to
several  criteria  as  well.  In  Hungary,  MOL  Group  has  prepared  and  published
integrated reports for three years. The reports, freely available on the Internet, are
improving transparency and verifiability. They represent a strong external control
for their companies as well as for auditors.
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The current financial crisis has a classic three-dimension responsibilities:
Responsibility is imposed on creditor banks to ensure the money supply, aggregate
demand  for  loans  to  households  in  debt,  and  monetary  authorities,  supervisors,
governments, central banks (Lentner Cs., Kolozsi P., Tóth G., (2010), where you can see
any  specialities  and  inconsistencies  about  Hungary’s  and  other  EU  States’  crisis
management). What is more, we think there is reponsibility by auditors too.
We consider it essential that the audit and any operator’s responsibility
stated not only on economic dimension but also the local society, in fact, affects to
the  fate  of  all  mankind,  because  the  international  companies,  banks  are  global
operators, so that its finacial auditing is in global dimension too.
In the fourth years of subprime crisis the auditors' responsibility has shifted
also  a  new  dimension,  so  the  presentation  is  mainly  focused  in  the  European
Union's Green Paper. What titled The Audit Policy: Lessons from the Crisis. This
report  wants  to  make  more  transparent  and  encourages  a  return  to  substantial
survey. The auditors are encouraged by Green Paper to professional skepticism. It
becomes necessary to enhance dialogue between auditors and banking regulatory
authorities.
Audit of  European  reform,  however,  may  not  be  effective  alone  in  the
global  markets,  because  international  companies  and  any  global  operators  have
been working in global space. Presentation of the overseas experience, particularly
throught inquiry report of the U.S. Congress, which is now done, it’s one of the
main area at this study. There is no doubt that the responsibility of auditing for the
companies has  exceeded the  corporate economic  area, and national boundaries.
International  economic  performance  and  confidence  in  the  wide  international
markets has become to affect by audit by nowdays. The presentation is about the
content  and  quality  challenges  to  changing  auditors.  The  global  economy  is  a
global  challenge,  to  which  the  audit  must  adjust.  Renewable  audit  should  be
strengthened confidence in financial markets.
What have happend in the US?
We would like to present any conclusions from US Congress Report (US
Congress Inquiry Report (2011), which has just published in Jan, in this year. The report
describes the shortcomings that led to the crisis.) for responsibility of governments,
banks  and  households,  mainly  business  companies.  We  think,  everybody  has  a
responsibility for society, everybody has a complex CSR.
To present the issue let’s have a look at the following passage from the
Inquiry Report:
„The  Financial  Crisis  Inquiry  Commission  has  been  called  upon  to
examine the financial and economic crisis that has gripped and explain its causes
to the American people. The task was first to determine what happened and how it
happened so that we could understand why it happened.
If we do not learn from history, we are unlikely to fully recover from it.
Some on Wall Street, in Washington, in Brussels and in other European Cities with
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criris, or to suggest that no one could have foreseen or prevented them. This report
endeavors to expose the facts, identify responsibility, unravel myths, and help on
understand how the criris could have been avoided. It is an attempt to record
history, not to rewrite it, nor allow it to be rewritten.
The subject of this report is of no small consequences to American nation,
and European and Far Eastern people. The profound events of 2007 and 2008
were neither bumps in the road nor an accentuated dip in financial and business
cycles the leaders of committee have come to expect in a free market economic
system. This was a fundamental disruption - a financial upheaval, if you will – that
wreaked havoc in communities and neighborhoods across this country, in the US,
EU, and Far East-, Middle East.
Nowdays, there are more than 26 million Americans who are out of work,
cannot find full-time work, or have given up looking for work. About four millions
families have lost their homes to foreclosure and another four and a half million
have slipped into the foreclosure process or are seriously behind on their mortgage
payments.  Nearly  11  USD  trillion  in  houselhold  wealth  has  vanished,  with
retirement accounts and life savings swept away.
Businesses, large and small, multinational companies have felt the sting of
a deep recession. There is much anger about what has transpired, and justifiably
so. Many people who abided by all the rules now find themselves out of work and
uncertain about their future prospects. The collateral damage of this crisis has
been real people and real communities.The impacts of this crisis are likely to be
felt  for  a  generation.  And  the  nation faces  no  easy  path  to  renewed  economic
strength.
Much attention over the past two years has been focused on the decisions
by the federal government to provide massive financial assistance to stabilize the
financial  system  and  rescue  large  financial  institutions  that  were  deemed  to
systematically  important  to  fail.  Those  decisions –  and  the  deep  emotions
surroundig them – will be debated long into the future. But our mission was to ask
and answer this central question:
How did it come to pass that in 2008 US nation was forced tho choose
between two stark and painful alternativies – either risk the total collapse of our
financial  system  and  economy  or  inject  trillions  of  taxpayers  dollars  into  the
financial system and an array of companies, as millions of Americans still lost their
jobs, their savings, and their homes?
In  US  Congress  report,  detailed  the  events  of  the  criris.  But  a  simple
summary, as committee see it, is useful at the outset. While the vulnerabilities that
created the potential for crisis were years in the making, it was the collapse of the
housing bubble – fueled by low interest rates, easy  and available credit, scant
regulation, and toxic mortgages- that was the spark that ignited a string of events,
which led to a full-blown crisis in the fall of 2008. Trillions of dollars in risky
mortgage-related  securities  were  packaged,  repackaged,  and  sold  to investors
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in mortgages and mortgage-related securities shook markets as well as financial
institutions that had significant exposures to those mortgages and hand borrowed
heavily against them. This happened not just int he United States but around the
world. The losses were magnified by derivatives such as synthetic securities.
The crisis reached seismic proportions in September 2008 with the failure
of Lehman Brothers and the impending collapse of the insureance giant American
International Group (AIG). Panic fanned by a lack of transparency of the balance
sheets  of  major  financial instituions,  coupled  with a  tangle  of  interconnections
among institutions  perceived to be „too big to fail”, caused the credit markets to
seize up. Trading ground to a halt. The stock market plummeted. The economy
plunged into a deep recession. The financial system which was examined bears
little resemblance to that of our parents’ generation. The changes in the past three
decades alone have been remarkable. Now to US Congress Report major findings
and conclusions, which are based on the facts contained in report:
· It  concludes  this  financial  crisis  was  avoidable.  The  crisis  was  the  result  of
human action  and  inaction,  not  of  Mother  Nature  or  computer  models  gone
haywire.
· Congress  Report  concludes  widespread  failures  in  financial  regulation  and
supervision proved devastating to the stability of the nation’s markets. More than
30 years of deregulation and reliance on self-regulation by financial institutions,
championed by former Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan and others,
supported by successive administrations and congresses, and actively pushed by
the powerful financial industry at every turn, had stripped away key safeguards,
which could have helped avoid catastrophe.
· They conclude dramatic failures of corporate governance and risk management
at many systematically important finacial institutions were a key of this crisis.
· The committee a combination of excessive borrowing, risky investments, and lack
of transparency pt the financial system on a collision course with crisis. Clearly,
this vulnerability was related to failures of corporate governance and regulation,
buti t is significant enough by itself to warrant our attention here. The kings of
leverage were Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the two behemoth government-
sponsodred enterprises (GSEs). For example, by the end of 2007, Fannie’s and
Feddie’s combined leverage ratio, including loans they owned and guaranteed
stood at 75 to 1. But financial firms were not alone in the borrowing spree: from
2001  to  2207,  national  mortgage  debt  almost  doubled,  and  the  amount  of
mortgage debt per household rose more than 63% from 91500 USD to 149500
USD, even while wages were essentially stagnant. When the housing downturn
hit, heavily indebted financial firms and families alike were walloped.
· US Congress concludes the government was ill prepared for the criris, and its
inconsisten response added to the uncertainty and panic in the financial markets.
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· They  conclude  collapsing  mortage-lending  standards  and  the  mortgage
securization pipeline lit and spread the flame of contagion and crisis.
· US Congress concludes over-the-counter derivatives contributed significantly to
this crisis.
· They conclude the failures of credit rating agencies were essential cogs in the
wheel of financial destruction. The three credit rating agencies were key enablers
of the financial meltdown.” (US Congress Inquiry Report, 2011).
Audit Policy in European Union
In the European Union serious work has started to clarify to responsibilities of
auditors (Green Paper (2010) where we may able to clarify and improve audit quality).
”The measures adopted both in Europe and elsewhere in the direct aftermath of
the  financial  crisis  have  focused  on  the  urgent  need  to  stabilise  the  financial
system. While the role played by banks, hedge funds, rating agencies, supervisors
or central banks has been questioned and analysed in depth in many instances,
limited attention has been given so far to how the audit function could be enhanced
in order to contribute to increased financial stability. The fact that numerous banks
revealed huge losses from 2007 to 2009 on the positions they had held both on and
off balance sheet raises not only the question of how auditors give clean audit
reports  to  their  clients  for  those  periods  but  also  about  the  suitability  and
adequancy of the current legislative framework. It seem thus appropriate that both
the  role  of  the  audit  as  well  as  the  scope  of  audit  are  further  discussed  and
scrutinised in the general context of financial market regulatory reform” (Green
Paper, 2010).
And  a  surprising  thing.  EU auditors  were  asked,  there  are  any
responsibilities to subprime crisis, bad bank balances? Opinions of auditors were
negative by everybody (by  Lado,  Judit  (2011)  who  is  a  leader  auditor  at  Hungarian
Chamber of Auditors ). We agree with the committee, should continue the work to
improve quality and a new auditors’ approach. „The Comission is keen to assume
leadership at the international level on this debate and will seek close co-operation
from  its  global  partners  within  the  Financial  Stability  Board  and  G20.  Audit,
alongside  supervision  and  corporate  governance,  should  be  key  contributor  to
financial stability as it provides assurance on the veracity of the financial health of
all  companies.  This  assurance  should  reduce  the  risks  of  misstatement,  and  in
doing  so,  reduce  the  costs  of  failure  that  would  otherwise  be  suffered  by  the
company’s stakeholders as well as by broader society. Robust audit is key to re-
establishing trust and market confidence; it contributes to investor protection and
reduces the cost of capital for companies. In this context, it is important to stress
that auditors have an important role to play and are entrusted by law to conduct
statutory audits. This entrustmenet responds to the fulfilment of a societal role in
offering an opinion on the truth and fairness of the financial statements of audited
entities.
The  independence  of  auditors  should  thus  be  the  bedrock  of  the  audit
environment. It is time to probe into the true fulfilment of this societal mandate.Studia Universitatis “Vasile Goldiş” Arad                    Seria Ştiinţe Economice  Anul 21/2011 Partea I
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Certain  stakeholders  have  expressed  concerns  with  regard  to  the  relevance  of
audits in today’s business enviroment. For other stakeholders it may be difficult to
understand that an institution’s financial staements may suggest „reasonableness”
and „material soundness” even if the same institution waas, in fact, distressed
finacially. Given that these stakeholders may be unaware of the limitations of an
audit (materiality, sampling techniques, role of the auditor in the detection of fraud
and the responsibility of managemenet), this engenders an expectation gap. The
Commission therefore advocates the need for a comprehensive debate on what
needs to be done to  ensure that both audits of finacial statements and auditor
reports are fit for purpose” (Green Paper, 2010).
Conclusions
The auditors, credit rating companies have also serious responsibility for
subprime  crisis.  By  development  of  standards,  quality  of  audit  work,  and
responsible  attitude  we  are  able  to  increase  of  safety  of  markets.  Individual
auditors, big four audit firms have to face a new type responsibility, where the trust
should be returned to the financial and stock markets. For this the auditors need to
demonstrate more responsibility and critical attitude.
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